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Parma UniversalFender® ‐ Dealers offer

Date:

Bergen, 27.09.2018

Dear Madam or Sir,
We are happy to offer you a dealership of our new and flexible product, Parma UniversalFender® according to the
attached data sheet.
We have made an illustrative sales display for this, and the content inside this is:
‐ 15 pcs of 4 meter lengths
‐ 15 pcs of 1 meter lengths
 Totally 75 meter inside the display.
Colours in stock: Charcoal (Dark grey) and Signal Yellow.
Lengths in stock: 1 meter and 4 meters
Other colours and lengths can be manufactured upon request.
The sales display (54x54cm) is also ideal to place by the store check‐out, available for
impulse buying. It is placed on a “mini‐pallet” to make the handling as simple as
possible.
We can also sell this product stacked on pallets, or packed in other ways.
Competitive retail price:
21,42 GBP/Meter Ex. VAT
or

28,95 EUR/Meter Ex. VAT
Discounts:
1 Display
(75m):
4 Displays (300m):
8 Displays (600m):
12 Displays (900m):
20 Displays (1500m):

38%
45%
50%
55%
58%

These prices include freight to United Kingdom, Northern France, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Poland and the
Baltic region. (DAP‐ defined delivery address / Incoterms 2010).
Lead time: ETA approx. 1‐2 weeks after receipt of order.
In Norway we have already sold more than 5000 meters since we released it last spring, which shows that it is a
good potential for Parma UniversalFender® in the market.
We do hope this is of interest, and we are looking forward to hearing from you again.
Best Regards

Jan Hendrik Parmann
Partner / Sales‐ and Marketing Manager

Parma Plast has developed the Parma UniversalFender®, which is a so ,
ﬂexible and very strong protec ve proﬁle made of foamed thermoplas c
polyurethane.
The material, thermoplas c polyurethane, is unique when it comes to
ﬂexibility as well as strength, and is also o en used a preferred material
when it comes to heavy duty, ﬂexible and durable applica ons used in the
oﬀshore and subsea industry.
Due to the use of foamed material as well as the air‐ﬁlled spaces in the
proﬁle, the Parma UniversalFender® is extra shock absorbing.
The proﬁle can be mounted around very narrow radiuses as well as corners,
something that makes the proﬁle suitable for a variety of applica ons.
The opera ng temperature of the TPU material ranges from ‐40°C up to
+80°C and is UV‐stabilized, so it is suitable in all kinds of environments.
Lengths in stock:
1,0 meter and 4,0 meters
Dimensions:
~H: 90mm ~W: 30mm
Colour in stock:
Charcoal (Dark grey) and
signal yellow
Can also be manufactured in other colours and lengths.
Some examples when it comes to areas of use:
Dock‐fendering—Protec on of mooring piles—Protec on on piles and walls
in garages—As a stronger rubbing strake for boats etc.—Protec on of walls
in corridors, warehouses, hospitals, produc on facili es etc.—As protec ve
shims between fragile material during transport or storing (eg. glass) or
other transport safety—Protec on of storage racks etc.—Protec on of
vulnerable and sharp edges—Protec on at sports facili es and sports
equipment—Protec on on playgrounds—...and much more!
Adjusted for retailers:
Parma UniversalFender® can be purchased inside
illustra ve and delicate cardboard displays, and
each product is marked with a barcode (GTIN‐13)
so it can easily be implemented in the stores range
and "sell itself".
Each display measures approx. (55x55x100)cm, and
can be place close to the checkout as a subject for
"impulse purchases".
The display at the picture is ﬁlled up with 15 pcs. of
1‐meter lengths and 15 pcs. of 4‐meter lengths.
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